Technical Modifications to Improve Islet Yield from Chronic Pancreatitis Pancreas (CPP) for Islet Auto-Transplantation (IAT)
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Abstract

Surgical removal of the pancreas in patients with intractable chronic pancreatitis will potentially mitigate the long standing suffering of abdominal pain and improve the quality of life. Nonetheless, the induction of iatrogenic diabetes from surgery becomes irrevocable as the insulin producing islet cells are removed. This novel process of islet isolation (both auto- and allo-) involves specific procurement and packaging of the pancreas which is then transported to a specialized clean-room where islets are isolated. The isolation involves distending the pancreas with dissociation enzymes that help in digesting the extracellular matrix and freeing the islets. The cells are then collected as pellets and purified if necessary by density gradient and later packed in the transplant bag for intra-portal infusion back to the patient. The expectant metabolic outcome following the procedure is solely dependent on the total islet mass transplanted. Despite incorporating the most standardized isolation techniques, the overall islet yields available from the diseased pancreas are still very low. Factors such as donor characteristics, pancreatic fibrosis and cellular atrophy further reduce the yield highlighting the need for effective islet isolation techniques.
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Introduction

CP is a chronic inflammation of the pancreatic parenchyma characterized by the irreversible morphological changes and with gradual loss of both exocrine and endocrine component [1]. Intractable pain is a debilitating complication of CP that seriously limits the patients’ quality of life. WHO step ladder approach for managing CP pain is the primary treatment option. Regardless, most of the patients need escalating doses of opioid. Surgery is the best alternative when medical treatment fails. Therapies including drainage/decompression and denervation techniques are better alternatives but no treatment is deemed effective in improving the long-term quality of life. Resection of the pancreas can be partial (body and tail)/Whipple’s procedure (pancreaticoduodenectomy). Of these, the most effective option is the near total pancreatectomy where 95% of the pancreas is removed.

The introduction of iatrogenic diabetes in such CP patients because of the concurrent islet removal along with the pancreas can effectively be mitigated by simultaneous islet isolation and auto-transplantation via intra-portal infusion. Unfortunately, the cost and difficulties in establishing a cGMP compliant islet laboratory together with lack of experienced personnel have limited the number of the facilities in performing such procedures. The importance of the need for Islet Auto-Transplantation (IAT) for CP patients undergoing pancreatectomy was realized from the fact that iatrogenic diabetes is more brittle and difficult to manage than other forms of diabetes. The sensitivity of insulin is increased with frequent episodes of severe hypoglycemia, which is an impending danger for post-operative patients.

Dr. Najarian and Dr. Sutherland performed the first IAT at the University of Minnesota following a CP total pancreatectomy [2]. Apart from CP, IAT can also be a promising treatment option for other conditions such as pancreatic injury requiring large resection. The same technique can be extrapolated in isolating the islet cells from cadaveric or brain dead donors and can be used for islet allo-transplantation especially for patients with Type-1 diabetes mellitus which requires immunosuppression.

A typical isolation recovers only 30-50% islets from the pancreas despite the fact that a normal healthy pancreas has about 1-2 million islets [3,4]. The effectiveness of enzymatic digestion is challenged by heterogenous extracellular matrix composition of reticular fibers, adhesive proteins, micro and macromolecules and different isoforms of collagen. An effectual isolation technique must lyse the ECM completely to release the islet cells from its matrix thus separating it from the surrounding exocrine cells, but without disintegrating the islets. Multivariable factors like individual donor characteristics, disease pathology, fibrosis, previous surgical interventions etc., distort the normal islet architecture imposing challenges for a better islet yield and thereby the viability.

To achieve consistent success in clinical outcome, an experienced isolation team must learn to recognize key variables, such as fibrosis and donor age, and to understand the principles of the isolation procedure.
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to sufficiently adapt it for each individual organ. Thus while coming across as a seemingly simple procedure; IAT requires highly specialized and flexible techniques in order to obtain an adequate number of healthy islets from a variety of donor types [5]. This report aims to describe the technical aspects of pancreas processing and islet isolation that are critical for achieving successful islet auto-transplantations.

**Islet cell isolation**

Human islet isolation is a time sensitive and a skilled procedure performed by a well-trained team of members led by experienced personnel. Every team member’s role should be carefully allocated to ensure an efficient and an effective way to isolating healthy islet for transplants. The Islet laboratory should be adequately prepared prior to the isolation process. Using aseptic precautions, setting up of the biological safety cabinets (or laminar flow hood) with necessary materials for pancreatic trimming, cannulation and distension, digestion, recombination, purification and transplant bag preparation. On the other hand the remaining members should prepare the media and other in-use solutions that will be needed during the isolation. All necessary instruments such as centrifuges and thermal probes should be timely validated and turned on so that there would be no delay once after the pancreas has arrived.

**Pancreatectomy and pancreas transport**

For autologous isolated, the pancreas is dissected and immersed immediately in cold preservation solution. Generally the excess fat, connective and duodenal tissues are removed before packing on ice [6,7]. Cold storage preservation relies on hypothermia and carefully tailored solutions to slow metabolism, inhibit endogenous enzyme activity and support critical cellular processes despite the loss of an oxygenated blood supply. Organ packaging methods and solution ingredients have been designed to address several key problems associated with hypothermic ischemia followed by reperfusion including cellular swelling, ionic imbalance, acidosis, calcium accumulation and the production of reactive oxygen species. University of Wisconsin (UW) solution was developed in 1986, specifically for pancreas cold storage preservation [8]. UW contains phosphate, large molecules like saccharide raffinose, anionic lactobionate, allopurinol, glutathione, adenosine and a high, K+ ratio to mimic the natural extracellular environment and exchanges K+/Na+ ratio [9]. While UW has become the standard organ transport solution, it is also costly with a short shelf-life and many of the ingredients, designed to inhibit tissue degradation, interfere with the catabolic activity of collagenase and neutral protease [10]. Other cold storage solutions have been proposed including Histadine-Tryptophan-Ketoglutarate (HTK), Celsior and the Kyoto standard organ transport solution, it is also costly with a short shelf-life and depends on other factors like disease pathology, patient characteristics etc. Typically, sizes range from 14 G to 24 G but severe fibrosis or a dilated duct may require either a Christmas or metal catheter. The selected catheter should be sutured firmly in place to avoid enzyme backflow during perfusion. With the catheters secured, the pancreatic lobes are moved to the perfusion tray and the tray’s basin filled with the prepared enzyme solution.

**Enzyme selection**

Enzymatic tissue dissociation has been used to separate the exocrine and endocrine components of the pancreas since 1967, when crude collagenase enzyme, derived from the bacteria Clostridium histolyticum, was first used to isolate guinea pig and rat islets [12,13]. Since then, researchers have observed the best tissue dissociation resulting after the ductal perfusion of a blend of collagenase and protease enzymes into the main pancreatic duct [14-16]. We tailor our enzyme mixture according to pancreas weight, with the final enzyme solution prepared by diluting the reconstituted enzymes into approximately 350 mL HBSS+10 U/mL heparin solutions (or up to 450 mL for larger pancreases) [17].

**Enzyme combination:** In the past, the universal adoption of Liberase-HI for enzyme digestion provided a convenient formula in which one complete vial could be dissolved into the final desired solution volume [18]. When Liberase was made clinically unavailable, we switched to SERVA collagenase and neutral protease [19]. However, we have recently identified a new enzyme mixture (NEM) that has improved both the yield and viability of our islet products. We currently use VitaCyte collagenase HA, which contains a high proportion of intact CI collagenase, to obtain greater islet numbers compared to SERVA’s analogous product [20]. On the other hand, we observed SERVA neutral protease NB (GMP or premium grade) to produce better quality islets with a more solid and intact structural morphology compared to VitaCyte’s equivalent, Thermolysin [17]. This novel combination (VitaCyte Collagenase+SERVA neutral protease) resulted in total islet yields of >200,000 IEQ in 90% of our attempted autologous isolations and doubled the number of allograft islets that reached transplantation threshold in our recently published study [17].

**Enzyme dose and perfusion of pancreas:** Initially, our laboratory used only a 1:1 ratio of whole enzyme vials, even with the NEM. We have since observed that customizing the enzyme dose based on pancreas weight and other donor/organ characteristics results in more consistent islet release [17]. Enzyme distention is the critical step in the islet isolation. The pancreas is perfused with the enzyme solution through the cannulated pancreatic duct of either the whole or segmented pancreas by a pressurized injection, either automated or

Once after the pancreas is received, the temperature of the transport solution along with 3 ml of sample is taken for microbial assay (aerobic/anionic lactobionate, allopurinol, glutathione, adenosine and a high, K+ ratio to mimic the natural extracellular environment and exchanges K+/Na+ ratio [9]. While UW has become the standard organ transport solution, it is also costly with a short shelf-life and many of the ingredients, designed to inhibit tissue degradation, interfere with the catabolic activity of collagenase and neutral protease [10]. Other cold storage solutions have been proposed including Histadine-Tryptophan-Ketoglutarate (HTK), Celsior and the Kyoto solutions but UW remains the most common for pancreas hypothermic preservation. In trimming solution, a modified UW reverses the Na+/K+ ratio to mimic the natural extracellular environment and exchanges lactobionate for the less expensive but equally effective gluconate [11].

**Pancreas trimming and cannulation**

Once after the pancreas is received, the temperature of the transport solution along with 3 ml of sample is taken for microbial assay (aerobic/fungal, anaerobic and gram stain). It is always critical to process the pancreas under cold atmosphere so that it slows the cellular respiration and tissue degradation in conjunction to the preservation solutions.

**Trimming:** Islet isolation starts with immersing the pancreas in ~500 mL of trimming solution in a cold tray. The pancreas is visually inspected and photographed for documentation. The gross morphology of every pancreas is different and we assess each as mild, moderate or severe to determine enzyme dose and digestion conditions. This is followed by an initial brief trim for removing excess fat and connective tissues around the pancreas but keeping the capsule intact to decrease the likelihood of enzyme leak while enzymatic distension. After trimming, the pancreas is submerged in decontamination solution (Betadine+Fungizone/Cefazolin) that has been checked against potential patient allergies before treating the pancreas.

**Cannulation:** Until this stage, the pancreas will be handled as one intact organ. However, depending on the severity of the pancreatitis and the degree of near or total pancreatectomy, the organ may arrive whole, partial or in multiple pieces. In the case of a whole pancreas, we have achieved better enzyme distention by dividing the pancreatic lobes and cannulating the head and the body-tail portions individually. The selection of a catheter should be based on the size of the pancreatic duct, which may vary between lobes and also depends on other factors like disease pathology, patient characteristics etc. Typically, sizes range from 14 G to 24 G but severe fibrosis or a dilated duct may require either a Christmas or metal catheter. The selected catheter should be sutured firmly in place to avoid enzyme backflow during perfusion. With the catheters secured, the pancreatic lobes are moved to the perfusion tray and the tray’s basin filled with the prepared enzyme solution.

**Enzyme selection**

Enzymatic tissue dissociation has been used to separate the exocrine and endocrine components of the pancreas since 1967, when crude collagenase enzyme, derived from the bacteria Clostridium histolyticum, was first used to isolate guinea pig and rat islets [12,13]. Since then, researchers have observed the best tissue dissociation resulting after the ductal perfusion of a blend of collagenase and protease enzymes into the main pancreatic duct [14-16]. We tailor our enzyme mixture according to pancreas weight, with the final enzyme solution prepared by diluting the reconstituted enzymes into approximately 350 mL HBSS+10 U/mL heparin solutions (or up to 450 mL for larger pancreases) [17].

**Enzyme combination:** In the past, the universal adoption of Liberase-HI for enzyme digestion provided a convenient formula in which one complete vial could be dissolved into the final desired solution volume [18]. When Liberase was made clinically unavailable, we switched to SERVA collagenase and neutral protease [19]. However, we have recently identified a new enzyme mixture (NEM) that has improved both the yield and viability of our islet products. We currently use VitaCyte collagenase HA, which contains a high proportion of intact CI collagenase, to obtain greater islet numbers compared to SERVA’s analogous product [20]. On the other hand, we observed SERVA neutral protease NB (GMP or premium grade) to produce better quality islets with a more solid and intact structural morphology compared to VitaCyte’s equivalent, Thermolysin [17]. This novel combination (VitaCyte Collagenase+SERVA neutral protease) resulted in total islet yields of >200,000 IEQ in 90% of our attempted autologous isolations and doubled the number of allograft islets that reached transplantation threshold in our recently published study [17].
manual. The more effective the enzyme distention, the lesser the mass of undigested tissue and better is the islet yield. Historically, enzyme solution was loaded directly into the ductal cannula with a hand-held syringe, relying on retrograde perfusion to distend the pancreas [21]. In addition to improved distension and yield, automated pump perfusion provides precise control over injection pressure and enzyme solution temperature. The modern automated perfusion system is equipped with peristaltic pumps, two pressure sensors, a heater, a touch-screen, and data acquisition software (Bio-rep) that combines the convenience of hands-free automation with the flexibility to make manual adjustments to a variety of programmable parameters.

**Temperature, pressure and flow rate:** Distension pressure, pump speed, flow rate and temperature can all be monitored and controlled using a semi-automated perfusion system. Throughout the enzyme perfusion process, the temperature is kept between 6 and 16°C while the desired perfusion pressure is maintained between 60 and 80 mm Hg for the first 4 min, and gradually increased to 160-180 mm Hg until completion (approximately 10-12 min total distention time). However, pressure can vary significantly depending on the condition of the organ. Distension pressures could be low for a severely damaged, leaking, pancreas or high for an organ with abnormal ductal anatomy (stricture or blockage) or severe fibrosis [22,23].

**Interstitial perfusion:** In IAT some cases have extensive parenchymal fibrosis that ductal enzyme perfusion is ineffective at delivering enzyme to the entire pancreas. In these cases, interstitial perfusion can be performed by repeated manual injections of cold enzyme solution into the tissue with a needle and syringe [24]. On the other hand, the distal half of a pancreas, particularly if perfused intact, may fail to effectively distend with solution. This may be due to duct alterations caused by inflammation and fibrosis or intra-ductal calcification deposits, which have obstructed the flow of fluid through the duct. In these cases, it is possible to make a complete transverse cut before the distal section after the proximal end has finished distending, and re-cannulate the distal end to attempt further distention in this area.

**Post-distension trashing:** After adequate distension has been achieved, the pancreas is transferred to a trimming pan with fresh hepanized phase-1 solution. Final trimming of the pancreas should be performed as quickly as possible to reduce overall cold ischemia time. This includes removal of the pancreatic capsule, surface fat, vasculature tissue and any sutures of staples used during the surgical procedure. Surface fat is a particular concern as it can clog the Ricordi chamber screen during digestion and obstruct the free flow of islets and solution.

**Tissue digestion**

The binding of the perfused enzymes to the matrix proteins begins instantly because of which care must be taken to delay the digestion process at the end of the enzymatic distention. Currently, the semi-automated method for tissue digestion is employed by all centers isolating human islet preparations intended for clinical transplant programs [25-27]. Developed in 1988 by Dr. Camillo Ricordi, the digestion method utilizes a specialized “Ricordi” chamber to contain and collect the pancreatic digest as islets are released [26]. Along with the pieces of pancreatic tissue, multiple stainless steel marbles are sealed inside the chamber to mechanically assist enzymatic dissociation as the chamber is gently shaken. This method has proven superior to manual methods in isolating high quantities of viable human islets for successful transplantation [25-28].

**Digest sampling:** It is imperative to collect samples in between the digestion process to assess how well the digestion is happening. It is done by withdrawing 2 mL from a sterile syringe connected to an outlet port in the tubing circuit, which circulates solution through the Ricordi chamber lid. The sample is then stained with Dithizone in a small petri dish and evaluated under light microscope. Factors like acinar tissue, acinar diameter, number of islets, and the percent of free islets in comparison with the embedded islets, percent fragmented (over-digested) islets and average islet score are recorded along with the circuit temperature, at regular intervals.

**Digestion:**

**Phase 1-recirculation:** The distended and trimmed pancreas is aseptically transferred to a Ricordi chamber (usually 600 mL) connected to a digestion apparatus, along with all enzyme solution left in the perfusion tray or trimming pan. The digestion apparatus consists of a peristaltic pump that moves fluid through a closed circuit of tubing with a reservoir, a heat transfer coil, an inlet for diluent and outlets for tissue collection or sampling. It is important to keep phase-1 as short as possible because prolonged exposure to active enzyme, and an increasingly basic chamber environment, can be harmful to islet yield and integrity [29-31].

**Digestion:**

**Phase 2-collection:** Phase-2 of digestion starts by increasing the pump speed to a flow rate of 200 mL/min and switching the tubing clamps from re-circulation of the digest material to collection. Cold phase-2 solution (RPMI 1640) is added to progressively weaken the enzyme concentration inside the digest circuit. The first 2 L of digest tissue is collected into four 1 L flasks in a series of increasing dilutions: first 25% (250 mL of digest + 750 mL of cold RPMI 1640/2.5% human serum albumin (HSA)) then 50%, 50%, and 75% v/v. The pre-chilled collection media and the HSA both work to inhibit collagenase and neutral protease activity, which would otherwise continue to breakdown islet integrity during recombination. The decreasing dilution factors provide a greater inhibitory buffer during the initial collection fractions with the highest concentration of enzyme. Following the fourth flask, digest fractions are collected into 250 mL conical tubes, prefilled with 6.25 mL of chilled 25% HSA. The stop point for phase II tissue collection is determined by the minimal presence or complete absence of islets and/or tissue in the dithizone-stained samples that have been under regular evaluation throughout digestion.

**Digestion of the severely fibrotic Pancreas:** Progressive fibrosis is the usual sequelae of recurrent pancreatitis. Because of which there is an increased deposition and reduced degradation of ECM materials. This excess and hardened tissue is more resistant to enzyme digestion and can greatly lower islet yield if appropriate adjustments are not made to the procedure. Maintaining the solution temperature at the high end of the acceptable range (36.5-37°C) can intensify enzyme activity. If unusually little digestion is observed after 25 min, an enzyme recirculation protocol may be helpful [30]. This procedural variation involves the collection of free islets from the re-circulating system early after release. The free islets are pelleted by a quick centrifugation step and transferred into fresh, cold media in the recombination container. The supernatant, containing active enzyme, is recycled back into the digestion system, which increases the effective enzyme dose for the undigested tissue remaining in the Ricordi chamber [30]. This recirculation can be repeated until nearly all tissue mass has dispersed or healthy islets no longer appear in the digestion samples.

**Tissue recombination**

**Fraction collection:** The recombination phase is closely associated
with the digestion phase that begins immediately after the switch. All digest solution collected in phase 2 contains a suspension of free islets that must be preserved from further enzyme degradation. The first four digest fractions, collected successively into four 1 L flasks of RPMI/HSA (Digestion: Phase 2-Collection), are each transferred to a separate biological safety cabinet hood and divided into 250 mL conicals then centrifuged at 140-170 × g, 2-10°C, for 3 min.

Recombination: When phase-2 digestion has been completed and all tissue mass spun out and collected into the final recombination flask, 5 mL of tissue suspension is removed for density determination (Analytical Test Gradient System). The recombination flask is divided evenly into 4-5 conicals, rinsed thoroughly with wash media to scaveng all islets, and spun again. After decanting off the supernatant, these pellets are combined into a single conical and re-suspended in fresh media up to 200 mL total volume. At this point, two samples of well-dispersed tissue suspension are taken to provide a “post-digest” islet count.

If islets are not purified, the final combined pellet is washed repeatedly with room temperature transplant media (unsupplemented CMRL with 2.5% HSA and 25 mM HEPES) until the supernatant is translucent and free of cell debris. The 100 µL sample counts from room-temperature transplant media, from which 100 µL samples are repeatedly collected into a single conical and re-suspended in fresh media up to 200 mL total volume. At this point, two samples of well-dispersed tissue suspension are taken to provide a “post-digest” islet count.

Purification process

The goal of the purification is to reduce the tissue volume by separating the exocrine cells while minimizing islet loss. Several purification techniques have been reported but isozymic density gradient centrifugation on the COBE 2991 cell processor is the only method that has been consistently successful and used clinically for large-scale human islet purification [33,34]. This purification technique is accomplished by employing centrifugation through a density gradient to separate the less dense islets from the more dense exocrine tissue.

The expediency of islet purification is debatable [35] and should take into consideration the particular patient and potential for transplant complications. The decision to purify or not should be made by qualified and experienced personnel, often in consultation with the attending physician/surgeon. Avoiding density gradient purification is generally beneficial for islet viability as it avoids exposing the islets to harsh gradient solutions and additional mechanical stress [36].

Standard density gradients: When islets are purified with a COBE 2991 cell processor, the purification gradient used are often fixed between 1.060 and 1.100 g/cm³, values currently utilized by the Clinical Islet Transplantation Consortium [34]. A predefined, standard density gradient is less successful when exocrine density is unusually light (<1.100 g/cm³), lowering the post-purification purity, or when islet density is unusually heavy (>1.100 g/cm³), common for mantle islets, causing the islets to sediment into the COBE bag and reducing total recovery [34].

Analytical test gradient system: Predicting exocrine tissue and islet density is important for the selection of an optimal density gradient range for the COBE process, to maximize islet yield and purity. Consequently, our center has developed an Analytical Test Gradient System (ATGS) to determine the true density distribution of human pancreatic tissue components before purification [34]. This method mimics the actual purification process but uses only a minute fraction of recombination tissue in a single tube. ATGS results can be quickly interpreted in order to customize the gradient for a full COBE purification.

High density gradients: Interpancreatic variations in exocrine and islet tissue density is influenced by donor characteristics, the secretory status of exocrine cells, pancreas procurement, preservation protocols that affect cellular swelling and tissue edema, and the islet isolation procedure, which determines the extent of tissue dissociation and the size of aggregates formed [34,37-39]. In particular, when isolating islets from CP pancreata for autograft transplant, many centers have observed frequent settling of islets in the COBE bag.

COBE purification process: The COBE purification process begins after recombination has finished and the total tissue pellet has been consolidated into a single 250 mL conical. The centrifuged pellet is prepared for purification by decanting off the last of the wash media and re-suspending the tissue in 20 mL of 25% HSA. This suspension is transferred to a sterile 250 mL beaker; the conical rinsed with cold storage solution, and brought to a final volume of 120 mL by weight. The tissue is top-loaded into the COBE bag by peristaltic pump (flow rate 20 mL/min), gently swirling the beaker for an even distribution of tissue, followed by an additional 30 mL of cold storage solution to rinse the beaker and tubing. After loading, the inlet tube is clamped and the COBE bag vented by carefully opening the outlet clamp and allowing the machinery to spin at 400 × g for 3 min. The efficacy of the purification can be evaluated by taking a 1 mL sample from each well-mixed collection fraction, as well as a 200 µL sample of residual tissue remaining in the COBE bag. If a significant quantity of free islets is observed in the COBE bag, re-purification may be necessary. The final pellet is transferred to a T-75 flask and re-suspended in 100 mL of room-temperature transplant media, from which 100 µL samples are obtained for a “post-COBE” islet count and additional samples taken for potency and product sterility testing (Recombination).

Transplant preparation

Although quality control and sterility test results will not be available until after the product is released, the islet preparation should be immediately packaged for auto-transplantation to avoid excess delay and operating time for the patient. Any subsequent failure to meet post-release criteria should be reported to the patient physician when assessed (especially sterility positives). Procedural deviations that have occurred during tissue processing should be reported to the physician before product release.

Once the tissue pellet, purified or unpurified, has been washed in transplant media and settled into 100 mL of fresh media for 5 min, the last sterility and retention samples can be taken from the supernatant to ensure the status of the final islet product immediately before packaging. From this point, extreme care should be taken to ensure the continued sterility of the product. All items in the biological safety cabinet where loading will take place should be sterile (if in contact with the product) or thoroughly disinfected and the operator should wear sterile gloves and sleeves during the loading process. If the packed tissue volume is greater than 10 mL, the pellet must be divided evenly and loaded into two 200 mL transplant bags, each labeled with the correct patient identification and FDA-required labeling. Each tissue load is suspended in 100 mL of transplant media and will require an
addition 100 mL of media as a rinse solution. If the patient has no known allergy to ciprofloxacin, add 0.4 mL of Cipro® (1%=10,000 µg/mL) to each volume of rinse media.

After affixing a 60 mL syringe to the transplant bag, place the syringe upright in a clamp stand and transfer the 100 mL tissue suspension into the bag through the syringe. Rinse the tissue conical twice with 50 mL volumes of rinse solution to transfer any residual islets. Aseptically recap and clamp the bag’s inlet tubing to ensure a thorough seal for transport. The sealed bag should be gently rocked to evenly suspend the recap and clamp the bag’s inlet tubing to ensure a thorough seal for transport.

Conclusion

Autologous islet isolation and transplantation has repeatedly demonstrated the ability to improve clinical outcomes by diminishing the impact of iatrogenic diabetes on patients undergoing pancreatectomy to alleviate CP or other disabling conditions. As practical experience has accumulated at an increasing number of qualified isolation centers, islet yield and viability, critical factors for achieving post-operative insulin independence, have progressively improved. It is imperative to understand and improve the technical aspects of the isolation procedure like the introduction of the simplified ATGS to improve purification yield [34] and the identification of post-isolation factors that detriment graft function [34]. Our research focus is on the mechanics of enzyme digestion, proposing a new enzyme mixture and variable dose classes that have increased the flexibility of the procedure to respond to different donor and tissue characteristics [17,20]. Despite these and other advances, the islet yield is significantly less than the available stores, indicating the need for more studies on efficient digestion. This demands a better understanding of the enzyme mechanics-Collagenase vs. neutral protease, their functional ingredients and interactions with different ECM components. This also necessitates the need for more specific techniques to overcome these inevitable obstacles. Furthermore, there is currently a heavy cost burden to establish facilities and perform these procedures, which severely limits their availability, especially in developing countries. All such technical and socio-economic parameters must be taken into consideration in order to successfully further develop and improve islet yield and transplantation outcomes for patients with CP.
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